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ABSTRACT 
The growth of the high technology industry has been tremendous over the past 
ten years and together with the creation of the internet have spawn a whole new 
industry dimension. Companies at the leading front of high technology defy 
traditional financial and business model with eye-popping net worth growth that 
propel them pass many established global enterprises. The high tech and internet 
wave is now a global phenomenon which originates in the west, could the same 
remarkable trend be recreated in the east especially in Hong Kong after the SAR 
government has given clear intention to develop its own high technology industry in 
an effort to establish Hong Kong as the forerunner in the Asian economy? 
The aim of this research paper is to analysis the success factors behind the 
western achievements in high technology industry and attempts to discover the 
answer to the above question. The area of particular interest is the differences of the 
westerners and locals in management and innovation strategies which has a profound 
impact on the outcome of Hong Kong's high tech quest in the twenty first century. 
As will be illustrated, the differences lie in the strategic management spectrum 
ranging from cultural to corporate and to innovation methodology. The management 
approach of the west is so radically departed from the traditional business 
management which the Asian is accustomed to that the success of the SAR 
government's attempt would require serious business restructuring and rethinking of 
traditional local business culture. 
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Hong Kong has long been accused of its over dependency on the financial and 
property sector which has the consequence of leaving the territory vulnerable to 
recession in the event of a financial crisis as happened in 1997. In addition, the 
absence of a solid industry to attract foreign investment really limits the future 
growth of the economy as a whole. Realizing this weakness and couple with the 
current trends and successes of high technology firms in the west, the SAR 
government has recently initiated strong measures to develop and foster local interests 
in the high technology sector. This is the first step the government has taken to 
achieve the eventual goal of establishing Hong Kong as one of the recognized high 
innovative technology cities in the world. To evaluate the opportunity of success or 
failure of the government's vision, we must first understand how US firms have 
established themselves at the forefront of the high technology sectors. 
When asked where to look for high technology firms, the overwhelming 
answer would be the Silicon Valley. The myth of how Silicon Valley manages to 
create so many entrepreneurial successes has bewildered people all around the world 
but the secret actually lies in the way businesses are managed. To understand the 
strategies behind Silicon Valley would require radical rethinking of traditional 
business management as nothing short of revolutionary would be appropriate in 
describing Silicon Valley. 
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In today's high technology business, strategy life cycles are now measured in 
months rather than years and the traditional business thinking simply would not allow 
one to capture the short windows of opportunity. Silicon Valley differs by fostering a 
working culture with unbound imagination and a relentless pursuance of wealth. 
Consequently, it takes on corporate strategies which focuses on innovation rather than 
the somewhat passive strategy of traditional businesses. To succeed in the high 
technology industry, Silicon Valley's way is to out-innovate the innovators and out-
entrepreneur the entrepreneurs. 
For Silicon Valley's concept to work in Hong Kong, radical changes in the 
way local people look at and manage a business are definitely needed as conventional 
bureaucratic management and cultural thinking have been the long established model 
of business. Not until the people of Hong Kong accept this new way of business 
thinking that Hong Kong would become the Silicon Valley of Southeast Asia. 
Objectives 
In this study, we would like to address the issues outlined above with 
particular focus on the small to medium sized high technology firms. We will look at 
the differences of culture, managerial values and business environment between 
Silicon Valley and Hong Kong. Several case studies will be used to reflect and 
illustrate the picture. In addition, we will discuss about the importance of firms' 
corporate strategies and innovation strategies. Finally, it is our intention to find out 
the various aspects that Hong Kong firms needed to be learned from the West. 
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Methodology 
Our study is conducted mainly from literature reviews comprise from various 
books，texts, magazines, publications, newspapers and web information. The part on 
case studies is conducted by means of interviewing people working in the firms and 
information search on their homepages. 
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CHAPTER II 
CULTURE AND MANAGEMENT IN U.S. AND H.K. 
Background 
Hong Kong Situation 
Early in 1993，Hong Kong Industrial Technology Centre Corporation was set 
up by the Hong Kong Government as part of its policy to stimulate the growth of 
Hong Kong's high technology industry. To further help Hong Kong move to a 
technologically intensive business environment, the government undertook several 
initiatives. It established a HK$200 million Research and Development (R&D) fund, 
a HK$ 50 million grant for an Applied Research Centre to sponsor start-ups. The 
government also allocated an addition of HK$180 million for industry support. 
Chief Executive Tung Chee-hwa in his annual policy address on 7 October 
1997 committed Hong Kong to focus on development of the local hi-tech industry as 
a potential means to broadening Hong Kong's economic base. Subsequently, the 
Information Technology and Broadcasting Bureau (ITBB) was set up in April 1998 to 
enhance the co-ordination through the formulation of information and 
communications policies, and to help promote IT and telecommunications 
development in the public and private sectors.i In June 1998, ITBB announced its 
aim to establish Electronic Service Delivery and in late 1998, ITBB published its 
"Digital 21" strategy which included the development of the Cyberport. Cyberport is 
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pronounced as the Hong Kong's Silicon Valley. This whole Cyberport project will 
cost about HK$1.3 billion which in fact is a development of a regional centre 
combining high speed telecommunications and computing companies. Despite the 
fact that the construction of the Cyberport is not scheduled to start until 2002, several 
multinational companies have already signed letters of intent to be tenants of the 
Cyberport. These companies include IBM, Oracle, Yahoo, Intel, Hewlett Packard and 
Softbank. 
In the past 12 months, electronic commerce became a hot topic in Hong Kong. 
People from different areas are taking every opportunity to exploit this up growing 
business. Fueled by capital infusion from venture capitalists, private investors and 
government funding, Internet start-ups have become an attention to Hong Kong. 
Although these Hong Kong-based start-ups vary a broad range in sizes, sources of 
financial backing and types of managerial background, most of them are small and 
medium sized enterprises. All of these companies would like to enjoy the same 
success as their counterparts in California's hi-tech haven, Silicon Valley. 
Silicon Valley situation 
Silicon Valley is located in a thirty-by ten mile strip between San Francisco 
and San Jose, California.^ It is an area of 3,900 square kilometres and has about 2.3 
million people. It is an area where high technology firms of United States concentrate. 
Silicon Valley offered about 1.2 million jobs and a job growth of 200,000 since 1992 
(38% in information technology). There are about 3,575 new companies started in 
Silicon Valley in 1997, In 1998，there were 41 IPOs being produced, and by January 
1999, the combined market capitalization is $27 billion. In the third quarter of 1999, 
1 June 1999 The HoTig Kong Accoimtant 
2 Everett M. R. and Judith K.L. (1984)，Sill con Valley Fever, pp 25 
3 "Valley of the Deals" Far Eastern Economic Review 5 November 1998，p.50-51 
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the venture capital being invested in the area rose to $3.36 billion, which is a 27 
present rise from the previous quarter 4 In Silicon Valley, an averaged sized venture-
capital firm gets as many as 5,000 unsolicited business plans a year and everyone 
understands that innovation is the only way to create new wealth - both corporately 
and individually. 
Silicon Valley is framed to be a market for ideas，capital and talent. Its way of 
doing business attracts not only venture capital but also gene IT professional all 
around the world. By any standards, Silicon Valley remains a model of 
entrepreneurial success that has been at the forefront of the buoyant U.S. economy of 
recent years. But for the most obvious lessons for Asian countries are that the lack of 
red tape in Silicon Valley can foster business, efforts to maintain a level of playing 
field and keeps large companies from dominating key areas such as Internet services 
and software development. 
HK Culture vs US Culture 
Despite the fact that more and more IT firms have been established in recent 
years, most of them are writing business software or adapting other applications and 
lending them a Chinese-language interface. A professor of electronics at the 
University of California at Berkeley, Mr. Chang-lin Tien, has once commented Hong 
Kong as a city with no technology culture. With very few local companies that are 
actually developing new products, Hong Kong's competitive edge in the service 
industries is honed with the help of someone else's technological know-how. He 
advised Hong Kong to perform "mid-stream" research that can seed commercial 
ventures, that are the work done between high-end research at university and the 
actual selling of a product. By relying on industry sponsorship and focusing solely on 
4 "Valley of the Deals" Far Eastern Economic Review. 5 November 1998，p.50-51 
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developing usable technologies, Tien argues that a technology culture can be 
cultivated fairly quickly.^ 
Tech Culture in Silicon Valley 
But what is technology culture? Silicon Valley people may simply call it tech 
culture. It could be defined as a set of values, symbols and rituals shared by the 
members of technology firms which describe the way things are done within these 
firm when solving internal managerial problems, together with those related to 
customers, suppliers and environment. These values are engineered and developed in 
order to facilitate the accomplishment of company goals. According to Gideon Kunda 
(1992), high tech firms in Silicon Valley share similar corporate philosophy in the 
following aspects to achieve their goals. 
Honesty - they want to be not only technically honest but also to make sure that the 
implication of what they say and the impressions that they leave are correct. When 
they make a commitment to a customer, they feel the obligation to see that it happens. 
Profit - they believe success is measured by profit. With success comes, the 
opportunities to grow, the ability to hire good people and the satisfaction that comes 
with meeting your goals. They feel that profit is consistent with social goals. 
Quality - growth is not their primary goal. Their goal is to be a quality organization 
and do a quality job which means that they will be proud of the product for years to 
come. 
5 "Nurture, Not Nature" Far Eastern Economic Review, 1 October 1998’ p.74 
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Customers — they believe honest and straightforward with their customers is crucial. 
They want to make sure they are not only told the facts but understand the facts. They 
want to be sure all commitments are met 
Responsibility — business plans are proposed by individuals and teams which can fit 
the company goals. When these plans are accepted, they are the responsibility of those 
who proposed them. 
Management — making sure jobs being clear and well defined is important. Meeting 
financial results is only one measure of a plan ； other measures are satisfied customers, 
development of people, development of new products, opening new markets, meeting 
the commitments made to others in the company. 
Personnel — they believe that individual discipline should be self-generated. People 
are to be promoted according to their performance ； not only their technical ability but 
also their ability to get the job done and to take responsibility that goes with the job. 
Ability is measured not only by past results but also by attitude and desire to succeed. 
Following the company philosophy, other documents elaborate and find an 
explicit formulation of the essence of "Tech Culture": 
"High Technologies is a people-oriented company. The employee receive 
courteous, fair and equitable treatment.. • • Management expects hard work and a 
high level of achievement. A great deal of trust is placed in employees to give 
their best efforts to a job.... Employees are expected to act in a manner at all 
times.... The matrix organization is goal-orientated and depends on trust, 
communications and team work. As a result, most employees function as 
independent consultants on every level, interacting across many areas necessary 
to accomplish the task...Honesty, hardwork, moral and ethical conduct, a high 
level of professionalism, and team work, are qualities that are an integral part of 
employment at High Technologies. Employees conduct themselves in an 
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informal manner and are on a first-name basis with everyone at all levels... The 
opportunity for self-direction and self-determination is always present ”6 
On top of the aboves, tech culture also emphasizes creativity and risk taking 
attitude. Aryae Coopersmith (1999) once commented about work in the valley and 
pointed out six things that make it different from work in other places : 
• Speed and change 
• Passion for results 
• Flexibility 
• Freedom to fail 
• Knowledge is king 
• Newer is better 
Speed and ghangg 
High technologies are changing at wrap speed. Therefore, work in this 
industry need speedier and more expeditious behavior. Since the environment is 
constantly changing, a fast pace of project lifecycle, a high degree of individual 
responsibility and personal impact at all levels of the organization is necessary. 
Management needs to make decisions fast and employees have to work fast. 
Pasgion for resuHg 
People working in Silicon Valley are driven to accomplish business results. 
Since their compensation is tied to stock options and stock price, this make 
themselves part of the risk and the excitement. Moreover, the most outstanding 
characteristic is their dedication to a task. People always feel, regardless of the 
6 Kunda, Gideon. Engineering Culture. Philadelphia : Temple University Press, 1992. 
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opinions of others, that what they are doing is immensely significant which demands 
their complete and undivided attention. 
Flexibility 
The passion for results is what drives the flexibility of Silicon Valley's work 
style. In here, work is changing all the time and therefore work styles have to change 
accordingly. People do not care about rules, employee's background，race or anything. 
What is important to them is the ability to get the job done. 
Freedom to fail 
In other industries, failing at a project is a career-limiting move that no one 
wanted to make. In high tech, the story is very difficult. People are encouraged to try 
something new and take greater risks. Failure is acceptable and there will be no 
stigma. People believe if something does not work out, they will just go on and try 
something else. 
Knowledge is king 
In a world of technology, imagination, talent and knowledge are the primary 
source of work, power and wealth. Besides work, people regard Silicon Valley as a 
place to learn. They believe stationing in high-tech concentration will foster them to 
learn and acquire more information which is prudent to their success. Knowledge and 
skills are always treasured and valued 
Newer is better 
In traditional workplaces, more experiences were more valuable, and this 
value was rewarded. For workers in the valley today, the rules are different. Younger 
guys with newer skills and the energy to work long hours become more competitive. 
As high-tech economy always emphasize new process, new products and new 
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services, new knowledge and skills are required. In order to survive here, people need 
to keep learning new skills. 
Hong Kong Culture 
Although many net entrepreneurs have emerged during the past year, who 
want to participate and share a part in the dot.com scene, one cannot be sure about 
their passion in technology. In fact, most of the Hong Kong small to medium sized 
high tech firms that were established in these few years lack directions and innovative 
mindsets. How far have they been influenced by the tech culture from Silicon Valley 
is something we would like to look at in the later part. However, we believe Hong 
Kong people in general share the traditional work culture. 
First of all, our education system is too academic and result oriented. People 
are trained to be obedient, observant to rules, and following instructions. People in a 
sense lack creative and innovative minds. Also, people are influenced by traditional 
Chinese thinking of taking collective opinions, individualism is therefore not 
encouraged. Secondly, job security is believed to be material for most people. 
Graduates from universities look for jobs in big corporation where remuneration and 
career path is guarantee. People are unwilling to take risks and want pursue for stable 
life. Entrepreneurship is always the last resort for unemployed. Thirdly, people are 
fear of failure and therefore afraid to give new ideas and opinions. That is the reason 
why people always follow suit and ideas are repeated from year to year. This kind of 
thinking is definitely not healthy for all industries, and high tech industry in particular. 
M邸昭ement in U.S. vs Management in H,K, 
In this section, we will discuss the difference in management of HK and US's 
small to medium sized high tech firms in the following aspects : Stewardship vs 
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entrepreneurship, Organizational structure and work environment, Research and 
Development, Human resources management, and Process of decision making. 
Stewardship vs Entrepreneurship 
Most Hong Kong firms are managed under stewardship, that is they tend to 
safeguard all those brands, skills, assets, and customers that underpin today's success. 
However, in today's new economy, investors don't want stewards. In contrary, 
Silicon valley firms believe in entrepreneurship. They want entrepreneurial innovators 
to create new products, new ideas to generate new wealth. Terri Lonier 
(ieiTi@workingsolo com)^  CEO of Working Solo Inc.in New York City, who consults for 
Fortune 500 and high-tech companies that want to connect with the small-business 
and SOHO (small office-home office), once commented that in the future - the not 
too distant future - only two groups of people will be in the world of work: 
entrepreneurs and those who think like entrepreneurs. 
Organization Structure and Work environment 
Mr. George Bell，president and CEO of Excite@Homc, described today's 
business to be much more slack, less hierarchical, more open, and meritocracy-
orientated, not hierarchy-orientated. 
However, it is common to see excessively bureaucratic.organizational 
structure in Hong Kong firms. People working at the bottom level can seldom talk to 
their big boss. In this case, trust and communication between top level and bottom 
level can hardly be achieved. Whereas in Silicon Valley, firms usually have a 
decentralized organizational structure. Also, work is normally done by team and 
project basis to enhance communication between different levels in the company. 
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Work environment in Hong Kong is relatively formal, both socially and 
physically. Flextime work is still uncommon and people are required to work in office 
during official working hours although over time works are necessary in some 
occasions. People working in senior level are presumed to dress formal to work. As 
for the setting of the office, many new start-ups already imitated the "Open office" 
that is strictly enforced by firms in Silicon Valley. Very different from the 
environment in Hong Kong, Silicon valley's is an informal one. People can choose to 
work in office at flexible time and even work at home since internet becomes their 
common workplace. No one will dress formal to office including the management. 
Office usually provides spacious meeting areas for people to talk where new ideas 
could be generated. 
Research and Development 
R&D is the essence for technology. For Hong Kong small to medium sized 
high tech firms, their problem is resources. Hong Kong government is committed to 
develop the IT industry and set up several funding programmes to encourage 
technology ventures and applied research and development (R&D) projects 
undertaken by local companies. However, the application procedures are quite 
complicated and the requirements are strict. Therefore, not many firms are eligible to 
these funding and the results of these programmes are yet to be seen. Recently, 
several venture capitalists such as Walden International Investment Group and 
AsiaTech Ventures Limited had come to Hong Kong to provide funding for 
technologically innovative projects with commercial potential. Firms that successful 
get financed from them are mostly internet companies. Another concern is creativity. 
According to Liz Dolan (liz.dolaiKgsatellitesisters.com), president of Dolan St. Clair Inc.， 
a sports- and entertainment-marketing firm, in Portland, Oregon，the problem in the 
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dotcom world is the flimsiness of most ideas. There is a presumption that anyone with 
a PowerPoint presentation can be in business. In the dotcom world, there are people 
with 15-page PowerPoint presentations and no core ideas. In Hong Kong, people are 
too used to copy ideas. For instance, internet companies are providing all similar 
information and services to customers over their websites. 
In Silicon Valley, people put a lot of emphasizes on R&D. Even in small firms, 
new product development is the heart of the company. People are encouraged to 
create and will be rewarded if the idea turned out to be a successfiil one. Venture 
capital is not a problem since one could easily obtain funding if the idea is great. 
Human Resources Management 
The most critical problem for Hong Kong firms is shortage of quality people. 
One thing could be blamed is insufficiency of training and education provided to 
people. This saying of course is too fundamental. The other concern may be that local 
talents are not willing to work in Hong Kong and prefer to work in Silicon valley 
where their work and effort is highly treasured and rewarded. Let's compare some HR 
related issues in the two areas. 
In Silicon Valley, IT talents and qualified people, even without much 
experience, are always given good and attractive remuneration package including 
shares and options of the company. Firms are willing to pay very high for good idea 
and people, therefore switching jobs to get a pay raise is common. In Hong Kong, 
remuneration is set based upon experience. Even good people have to wait for several 
years in order to get a satisfactory rate. People in Silicon Valley are given good 
training and exposure to the technology whereas in Hong Kong, training is not always 
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available. In Silicon valley, teamwork and self-initiation are encouraged whereas in 
Hong Kong, people always follow instructions and directions from top level. 
Process of decision making 
For most Hong Kong firms，ideas are always come from and decisions made 
by the CEO of the company. The process of making a decision could be slow, 
depends on the structure of the company. This top-down management style is 
considered to be harmful to technological innovation. In Silicon Valley, although 
decisions are also made by the CEO of the company, ideas could be generated by 
everyone. Since the structure of the company is rather flat, bottoming up of ideas is 
always possible and management's decision could be done faster. 
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CHAPTER m 
CORPORATE STRATEGY AND INNOVATION STRATEGY MANAGEMENT 
Corporate Strategy Management 
While cultural management is of profound importance to the success of 
today's technology based firms, corporate strategy management is of equal 
significance in ensuring the efforts put forward by the company and its staff are 
rightly directed to the current and future success of the firm. 
Establishing uniqueness in forming corporate strategy 
Selecting the correct present and future corporate strategy involves the 
answering of the three seemingly straightforward questions: which customers to 
focus on, which products or services to offer, and which activities to perform. This 
'who-what-how' question is the heart and soul of every corporate strategy and all too 
often the most common source of strategic failure is the inability to make clear and 
explicit choices on this question. One thing to point out is that there is no definite 
answer to the who-what-how question, only optimized solution and it inevitably 
involves some trade-offs for the company on each specific element of the who-what-
how. For companies with limited strength, in terms of financial and technical 
backings, the ‘make or break' decision is to find and exploit a singular solution of the 
who-what-how that is as unique in the industry as possible and not try to imitate or 
beat its competitors at their strength. Although no position is truly unique, the idea is 
to create as much differentiation as possible. "If you can lock customers in to your 
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technology and you're the market leader，profits will come pouring in.，，？ With that in 
mind, it is not uncommon to find examples of small firms, even startups, that have 
successfully challenged mighty enterprises by basing their attacks on creating and 
exploiting new strategic positions in the industry. Microsoft and Dell versus IBM, 
and Cannon versus Xerox are the classic examples of how small firms utilizing 
unique corporate strategies, the who-what-how, to wrestle away market territories 
formerly owned by industry giants. In Hong Kong, an ideal illustration of how a 
small and unnoticeable firm managed to challenge the industry's mighty by 
employing a unique 'who-what-how' is City Telecom versus Hong Kong Telecom. 
Realizing the lucrative IDD market, City Telecom exploited the IDD 'call-back' 
technique and successfully snatched up a portion of the market share from Hong 
Kong Telecom even before the deregulation of the local telecommunication industry. 
The 'who' in City Telecom's strategy was small business firms and residential 
customers, the 'what' would be providing comparable IDD voice call initially from 
Hong Kong to US, and later on to major cities over the world, and the 'how' would be 
to use the differences in IDD charges between dialing into and out of Hong Kong, 
hence the call-back technique. The success of City Telecom attracted other 
competitors into the industry and forced Hong Kong Telecom to bring up its own call-
back IDD to counter the lost grounds, but the damage has already been done. 
Continually explore new future strategies 
Strategic innovation was the distinguish feature for these companies' 
successes. After realizing a niche in their respective market, these companies then 
actively pursuit and established their distinctive strategic positions and successfully 
shifted market share or created new markets. 
7 “Profits，Darwinism, and the Internet" Jijitmie, 6 March 2000, p.28 
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Now that we have recognized the crucial elements that are essential for a 
firm's success in today's fast paced industries, especially in the technology sectors, 
we must also realize that new opportunities and challengers await us in the near 
horizon. All industries are dynamic in nature in that "Existing niches expand while 
others die, new niches appear, mass markets fragment into new segments (or niches), 
‘old，niches merge to form larger markets，and so on"l As Jerry Yang of Yahoo puts 
it, one has to be able to "tell when pushing 10 present harder just won't do it and that 
(one) have to take a different approach to something"^. Changes in the industry 
conditions that would affect our current strategy position include government policies, 
technology, customer needs or preferences, and competitions. Among the above 
changing market conditions, the emergence of competitions is probably the most 
significant factor concerning one's established strategy position because competitions 
are bound to arise to imitate one's products or services that are of profitable nature, 
'have a slice of the pie，，so to speak. This pressure is felt throughout the companies 
involving in the high tech internet industry, commented again by Jerry Yang: "This 
industry can cut both ways. There's so much competition that if you don't deliver on 
a promise you make，you lose your chance"^®. Therefore, one must have the wits to 
manage and negotiate current strategies and at the same time have the hindsight to 
spot and exploit future strategies in order to be ahead of the field. 
It has been analyzed that companies in today's market usually follow one of 
four markedly different strategic paths to the future, they are: 
8 C. Markides, “A Dynamic View of Strategy" Sloan Management Review. Spring 1999. 
9 "The Customer is the Decision-Maker" Foitime. 6 March 2000，p.36 
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Reactive Proactive 
I* Turnaround Radical redefinition 
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g f waves) xi £ 
。 ® ： 
爸 5 Adjustment Anticipation 
I I 口 B (catching the (riding waves) 
f waves) 
source: Competing Today While Preparing for Tomorrow 
Strategic Pathg to the F咖re 
The companies in the 'turnaround' strategy zone usually deal with market 
changes through downsizing because they lack both the ability to see the emerging 
new industry condition and the ability to adapt. 'Adjustment' companies are often 
late responders to market changes and play a 'catch up，game to their competitors. 
'Anticipation' companies are defined to have the foresight to anticipate future market 
changes therefore and are prepared to shift their strategic positions. 'Radical 
Definitions' companies are true innovators in their industry and they are the ones that 
reshape or create new market segments. Examples of radical definitions companies 
are Amazon.com, Yahoo.com, Hotmail.com, and Creative Labs of yesteryear. 
Too often firms started out as true innovator but then later on became 
‘adjustment，firms because their management delegated too much of their time and 
efforts in securing their present strategic positions that they fail to prepare themselves 
for the foture. This situation is exceptionally amplified in today's internet and e-
commerce industry in which the speed and number of competitors can arise so 
quickly that often firms are forced to spend their time defending their territories and 
“The Customer is the Decision-Makef Eortune, 6 March 2000，p.35 
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consequently lack behind in developing future strategic innovations. For instance， 
discounting the 'bubble effect' of stock prices, many regarded as successful internet 
giants like Amazon.com are already falling behind in coming up with new innovative 
strategies. 
Striking a proper balance between present and future orientation in strategic 
thinking is strongly associated with the current market situation at hand. In a constant 
and stable market environment, more attention should be given to the development of 
present strategy. Quite the reverse, in a rapidly changing market place, like the 
internet and high technology industries, future strategies innovation should then be 
given the utmost priority. 
Managing the Dual Strategy 
Managing the dual strategy is certainly no easy task, it requires visions and 
acceptance for all staff from top to bottom throughout an organization. Firstly, 
leading management must not fall into the trap of maximizing short term financial 
incentives and consequently neglecting the long term needs of strategic innovation. 
The same applies to middle management also as many wrongly believes that long 
term strategic management is the task of top executives while managing present 
strategic goals belongs to the middle management level. The generation of strategic 
innovation should not be limited to any one rank of management，the innovative 
vision must be shared across all levels of management if future strategies and 
adjustments are to be properly created and carried out. Referring to the recent success 
example ofYahoo.com, noted by Jerry Yang: 
"Even though David (Filo, a co-founder of Yahoo) and I are both 
perfectionists, we're not necessarily control freaks either. We want the 
ideas to come from all over Yahoo. Our people have really responded 
to that, and it's a big reason why we've been able to scale up from two 
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people to more than 2，000 in less than five years with a minimum of 
disruption and turnover" 
Secondly, firms must foster a company culture that are ready to welcome and 
accept changes in strategic innovation even in the event of unsetting the status quo. 
Nowadays, revolutionary strategic innovations could be originated from any ranks, 
personnel throughout the organization must develop a culture to encourage 
experimentation and to accept radical changes, otherwise, cultural and structural 
inertia could prove to be the biggest obstacle in strategic innovation. 
Conclusion of Corporate Strategy Management 
The result of the discussion is that one must realize the 'who-what-how' is a 
dynamic strategic question that involves constant rethinking and demands a high level 
of attention if a firm is to succeed and sustain steady growth in any market 
environment, whether it be a stable or a changing one. Staying innovative and 
flexible is the central idea. Everyone in the company must participate in strategies 
innovation and adopt an experimentation and adaptation culture that is absolutely vital 
to the firm's success both at present and in the ftiture. 
Innovation Strategy 
Now that the importance of corporate strategy management have been 
presented, the next issue of discussion will be the innovation strategy that 
management must undertake in their quest of finding the right corporate strategy. 
There is a difference between strategic innovation and innovation strategy that we 
must realize. The former is a corporate strategy vision that management must 
recognized in order to successfully plan their current and future business involvement 
11 "The Customer is the Decision-Maker" Eortuns, 6 March 2000, p.36 
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while the later is the method which management can utilize in assisting their decision 
in choosing the appropriate corporate strategy. 
Competitive Strategy versus Value Innovation 
For many years, scholars and companies have used competition as their basis 
for shaping corporate strategy. As the well known scholar, Michael E. Porter, pointed 
out: "The essence of strategy formulation is coping with competition"^^ and his 
familiar theory ‘How Competitive Forces Shape Strategy' has been well published. 
Indeed, many companies have successfully employed such competitive strategy and 
established strong competitive advantages over their competitors and consequently 
landing a strong foot hold in their respective industry. Although such strategy is 
workable, companies that are too indulged in such thinking may find itself caught in 
an endless loop that often ended up in imitating each other's products or services. In 
fact，they may outdo one another resulting in a zero-sum game with indistinguishable 
products and cutthroat prices. 
Referring to the comment made by Joseph Schumpeter, an Austrian economist: 
"capitalist economies were constantly renewed and improved through creative 
destruction，，1�meaning old concepts constantly being takeover by new creative ones. 
Companies must, therefore, actively seek out and exploit new opportunities with 
strategies focusing on expanding existing markets or creating new ones. This is the 
strategy that would enable firms to stay ahead of the competitions and sustain 
continuous growth, especially in an rapidly changing industry environment as in the 
internet and technology sectors. The strategy in question is called 'Value Innovation' 
and its emphasis on value places the buyer, instead of the competition, at the center of 
strategic thinking. With value innovation, competition analysis is now of little or no 
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value since "value innovation makes the competition irrelevant by offering 
fundamentally new and superior buyer value in existing markets and by enabling a 
quantum leap in buyer value to create new markets，，There are many successful 
examples of small firms utilizing such value innovation strategy to challenge large 
enterprises as depicted in the last chapter and the same strategy can be used to 
regenerate the fortunes of established companies that are drowning in the sea of 
mature markets. 
One thing that we should note is that value innovation places equal weight on 
both value and innovation. Generating value without innovation would only tends to 
improve the buyer's net benefits, just like a rebate program which uses money rebates 
as incentive for customers to buy an old product. On the other hand, creating 
innovation without value could be too risky for the firm as the resulting products 
stand a chance of not being accepted by the intended customers. Therefore, value and 
innovation must go hand-in-hand if the resulting strategy is to be successful. 
Another thing to address is that value innovation does not always mean 
technology innovation and in the same way technology innovation does not 
necessarily produce value innovation. Often the case, companies that successfully 
employ value innovation are not the technology pioneers. They exploit technology 
innovated by others and link that technology with what buyers perceived as value. 
One important thing to remember is that although technology has the potential to 
define new human needs and to determine the nature of consumer demand，but time 
and again technology pioneers only hold half the key to success because the other half 
is lost in the raw nature of the products and the high prices that they attach to their 
12 Michael E. Porter, "How Competitive Forces Shape Strategy" 
13 “Profits，Darwinism, and the Memet” Fortune: 6 March 2000, p.28 
14 W. Chan Kim and Renee Mauborgne, "Strategy, Value Innovation, and the Knowledge Economy", 
Sloan Management Review. Spring 1999. 
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innovations. Value innovators thus step in, add the necessary customer value, and 
offer that product at a price that is accessible to the mass of buyers in the target 
market. 
Identifying innovations 
Researching and developing a revolutionary product is both resource and time 
consuming. If the market demand is identified and the product has to be done from 
scratch, then there is no guarantee that the demand would still be there by the time 
that product reaches the market. This is exactly why value innovators look for 
existing innovations and turn them into mass marketable products in as little time as 
possible to capture the first mover advantage. The job on hand now is to identify 
those marketable breakthroughs before others with the same philosophy do. 
There are a couple of ways to achieve this goal. First of all, ordinary people 
usually do not invent revolutionary product or ideas. The few that do generally are 
from research institutes and organizations. One of the best way to look for 
breakthroughs is to scout through research publications from individual or university 
institutes. One would be surprised to find out how many new ideas and innovations 
are generated from university researches. In the U.S., lots of these innovations are 
government funded and are of secret in nature. But the case is different in Hong 
Kong and most of these innovative ideas are being overlooked by both universities 
and investors. Following the U.S. footsteps, the local government is now encouraging 
professors and students to take their research ideas and develop them in the market 
place through venture capital funding. This is an exceptionally great opportunity for 
outside investors, both big and small, to seriously look at these ventures and explore 
for components of commercially profitable innovative products. 
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It has been published that many commercially profitable products are 
originated from users. They are call ‘lead users' and this is another way to discover 
innovations. These lead users，whether they are companies, organizations, or 
individuals, usually have needs that are far beyond those of ordinary users and their 
innovations are often well ahead of market trends. It is not easy to identify these 
people and their products, the scouting process generally requires some sort of 
'networking'. The process starts out by firstly identifying a specific field of interest, 
then networking comes into play and is used to discover people or experts that are on 
the leading edge of the target market to find out the recent trends of development. 
Further networking is accomplished through referrals to research institutes or 
individuals and the process continues until enough understanding of the nature of the 
breakthrough is understood. The lead user process is often used to help identify and 
understand the new product concept, the investor would then use the information to 
further evaluate if such product could be commercially marketable. 
Conclusion of Innovation Strategy 
The dynamic nature of today's technology driven industries demands value 
innovation to be at the center of corporate strategy thinking. After a value innovation 
is created, competitive strategy can then be used to build business line extensions and 
improvements in order to maximize profits before another value innovation is 
introduced. Competitive strategy provides the ground for solidifying the existing 
market share but sooner or later value innovation would be needed again to maintain 
the growth potential of the company when the current market becomes saturated and 





A US high technology firm specializes in semi-conductor 
By request of the interviewee, the company name and the exact nature of its 
products would be kept confidential as the competition playing field is exceptionally 
small and the corporate strategy disclosed maybe harmful to the next stage of strategic 
movement of the company. 
The company could be categorized as a medium size high technology firm 
specializes in R&D，manufacturing, and selling of semi-conductor components with a 
number of foreign liaison offices in Southeast Asia and Europe. The interviewee 
holds a position in regional marketing and the interview was conducted through 
telephone. 
Regarding the management structure, the company is best described as highly 
political with top down management in the US headquarter. The company uses 
decentralized global management with its foreign subsidiaries while technology 
management is centralized in the US headquarter. The board therefore serves as the 
driving mechanism for the company and all strategic decisions are generated from the 
inner circle of people on the board. The office setting is also traditional with 
partitions for lower ranking personnel and offices for higher ranks. 
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The company sustains its leadership in the industry by maintaining close 
relationships with the agency governing the industry standards and its global 
customers. Because of the high technology nature of the product, the number of 
competition in the industry is very limited. The relationships established by the 
company enables top management to be closely informed on the technology 
development trend and various customer requirements. In the R&D aspects，the 
company uses the acquisition method to obtain new technologies，often in the 
research stage, further develop them into marketable products, and uses such new 
innovations to influence the governing body to make them as the industry standards. 
Patents are used on the products to maintain the competitive advantages over its 
competitors. 
The industry will see a radical change in the near future as the governing 
agency will demand standardized products in the industry. As the playing field is 
leveling，the company's strategy to counter this scenario is to forwardly integrated 
into the production of systems using its own components. In this way, the company is 
shifting its position to be closer to the customer and scope of new innovations would 
have to be expanded beyond the component level. 
Technology Deployment International, Inc (TDI) 
TDI headquarters are located in Santa Clara, California. It is a technology 
company providing products and services for development, deployment and 
management of e-business solutions. It has about 100 employees in its office. A 
phone interview was conducted one engineer, Mr. Ivan Tarn in the company. 
Mr. Tarn joined the company in 1999 as an engineer in professional services 
department of TDI. As Ivan described，the structure of the company is very 
decentralized with seven departments working under a CEO. The office is spacious 
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and mostly partitioned. Work environment is very informal - people dress and talk 
informally and treated equitably. Most of the employees of the company work full 
time but working hours are extremely flexible. As he said, "No one care about 
whether you are in the office or not as long as the things get done". Regarding 
remuneration, he described the package he is receiving now is better than the one he 
got in Michigan. “Here in Silicon Valley, everyone at least have a share of the 
company. Giving out shares and options to employees is just common practice". 
When being asked whether this practice would increase staffs loyalty and 
commitment to the company, his answer is "May be". 
All of the employees understand the goal of the company, that is to build a 
workflow product and go for IPO sometime in next year. Although many of them do 
not agree and believe it might not be possible, they are still working hard and very 
dedicated to their works. Final decisions are always come down from the CEO but 
people are allowed to flow ideas and raise questions to CEO directly. 
Research & development function in the company is vital. As Ivan mentioned, 
more than 70 present of the company's spending is used for development of new 
product. Product ideas can be generated by everyone although final decisions are 
made by the top level. Ivan added, "Sometimes, we create new products simply 
because of market needs, but sometimes, we will develop products based on our own 
ideas." 
Hong Kong Cases 
Gohome.com.hk 
Gohome.com.hk is a local internet startup company launched just a few 
months ago. The main business of the company is to provide effective and efficient 
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internet advertising for local property agents. The mission statement of the company 
is: 
"We want to create the most comprehensive online property classified 
in Hong Kong. Sooner or later，we will replace traditional property 
classified players like Sing Tao and Property Times，，. 
The target market is local small property agents that do not have their own 
web sites or the ones that would like to expand their internet marketing scope. The 
interview was conducted with Mr. Patrick Lam, co-founder of the company, through 
questionnaire and telephone follow-ups. 
There are currently 33 staff working in a 1600 sq. ft. office and consequently 
the working environment is very open and informal. The company consists of three 
founders who basically overlook all the operations of the company. The structure of 
the company is split into 3 teams: content provider, information technology, and sales. 
Currently, the founders are also responsible for business development, a top-down 
strategy, and ideas are generated through brainstorming sessions with the three teams 
in the firm. The management tries hard to treasures all idea innovation, as Mr. Lam 
puts it: 
"new ideas are the source to drive the company to grow and improve. 
Without new idea, we can hardly differentiate us from the competitors 
because ideas are easily be replicated and improved in our industry". 
Currently, there are no R&D development in the company as all its resources 
are devoted to securing market shares during this initial launch period. 
Wellfit Information Technology Limited 
Wellfit Information Technology Limited is a newly established Internet start-
up company. It is basically a content provider for a vertical portal site namely 
eceasy.net. Under the network, there are several websites such as ecparent.com, 
ecmind.com, ecintouch.com, andylau.com，ecflin.com and ecinlove.com. And there 
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will be more to come in the future. Currently, there is about 70 staff in the company. 
A face to face interview was conducted with one Audio supervisor, Mr. Keung. 
As Mr. Keung described, the company has a very traditional hierarchical 
structure. One CEO at the top, followed by five department heads. And then each 
department will have several different divisions. They are now working in a 
temporary office and will be moving to a new office situated in North point, Hong 
Kong. The new office is about 9,000 square feet which is rather spacious for 
accommodating less than one hundred people. The office will be mostly partitioned. 
Work environment is informal since over 70 present of the staff work under the web 
production department. However, relationship between boss and subordinate is still 
distant. Most of the employees of the company work full time but working hours are 
fixed at 10 am to 7 pm. Regarding remuneration, he believed the pay in this company 
is above average. When being asked whether shares or options are given as kind of 
remuneration, the answer is “Of course not". He further added, “I never heard of this 
before." 
Mr. Keung seems do not really understand the directions of the management. 
"What I know is that they want to compete for more audiences as basis for launching 
broadband VOD services someday later" And he commented over 80 present of the 
employees in the company do not know what they are doing and have no commitment 
at all. Final decisions are always come down from the top and no one dare to give 
ideas. They just follow instructions. 
The company is very cautious about spending extra money on new technology. 
"They are very reluctant to upgrade hardware when they think it is not necessary. 
They don't care about the production quality, neither should we." Mr. Keung also 
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emphasized that nothing is new in these websites, all the concepts are old. 
"Everything is just about packaging" he commented. 
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CHAPTER V 
LESSONS TO BE LEARNED FOR THE HONG KONG COMPANIES 
Having studied the cases in both areas illustrating differences on the culture 
and management style between these two areas, and the future trend of corporate 
strategies and innovation strategies, we believe there are certain aspects that Hong 
Kong companies should learn in order to be successful in high tech industry: 
Develop a TQch CuHyrg 
Hong Kong firms should try to cultivate a tech culture within the company 
where values of client-orientation, commitment towards objectives，teamwork, high 
level of professionalism and self-directions can be upheld. Management should learn 
to be willing to task risks and try to stimulate creativity and accept failure at the same 
time. Also, they should spread information widely through the ranks to give 
employees a feeling that they are respected, trusted and valued. 
Treasure good people 
The critical problem for the Hong Kong firms is shortage of quality people. In 
order to retain good people in Hong Kong, management of the firms should reward 
them in good terms so that they will be willing to stay. Money given out as bonus has 
a direct effect on motivating people whereas giving out shares or options would be 
more psychological in a sense that to make them feel themselves as part of the 
company. Also, people have the opportunity to make huge sums of money out of 
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these shares or stock options. Moreover, management should abandon the notion that 
salaries and status should depend on age and experience. In technology world, people 
tend to do much of their best work before 30. 
EnQourage Qongtant learning 
One of the often-cited success factors is the famous Silicon Valley "watering 
hole" effect. In Silicon Valley, people associated with technology all know each other, 
they will meet during lunch and at party on the weekend where they will exchange 
information and knowledge among each others. This enable them to stay on top of 
development and understand the latest trend in the field. In Hong Kong, situation is 
different. In order to keep updated, technology people should disposition themselves 
towards constant learning. 
Enpo^rage enterpre聊rship 
Hong Kong firms should try to encourage enterpreneurship among their staff. 
Result and goal orientated people are believed to be able to bring success and wealth 
to the company. As all may agree, an innovative mindset is needed for those working 
in technology field. 
Speed yp dggigipn making pro卿s 
Speed is the key success in high technology. Management should try to speed 
up the decision making process and to act flexibly towards a new technological 
project. In order to do so, a decentralized organization structure is always preferred. 
This structure could enhance a better communication among different levels of people 
and ensure responsibilities are being shared properly. 
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Informal work environment 
Trust among colleagues and between different levels in the company is 
something that Hong Kong firms is lacking. We believe a relative informal 
atmosphere can help establishing a better relationships between the members of the 
firm. 
Corporate strategies 
For startups, the key is to create a position in the market that is as unique as 
possible with original products, not imitations. The management must also foresee 
the fast rising of competitors by shifting the company into another strategic position 
in the market and not fall into the common defensive trap. The local must change 
their traditional 'copy-cat' way of thinking and must not devote too much time in 
defending their original strategy, but rather use the time to create and exploit new 
market niches. According to Brook Manville (bmanville@saba.cQm), chief learning 
officer and customer evangelist ant SABA Corp., a Redwood Shores, California-
based company that provides companies around the world with e-learning 
infrastructures, company with a leader favoring innovation and has a mission,the 
values to try out new things that fit within their company's central purpose, whether 
that company is big or small, old or new, it embraces innovation, embraces the 
individual, and moves forward at a rapid speed. All in all, realizing and correctly 
managing duel strategies is the key to success. 
Innovation strategies 
Value innovation must be in the minds of management in order for the firm to 
succeed both in the present and the future. Products and services offered must be 
fundamentally new along with superior buyer value in order to reach the mass of the 
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target market. The locals must realize that revolutionary ideas rarely can be created 
within the small circle of people inside a company. Management, therefore, should 
broaden their knowledge and creation horizon and be actively aware of future 
development trend. Creating the market wave is the only way to get rid of 
competitors. Mr. Gary Sutton, CEO at ©Backup once commented that creating a 




To navigate through the short strategic life cycles of today's high technology 
industry, managing a firm in the Silicon Valley's way is arguably the best strategy for 
success and constant growth. When used correctly and effectively, it is the best 
offensive and defensive strategy available since the competition is eliminated by the 
creation of a new play field all to your own. For the same phenomenon to be 
duplicated in the SAR, not only radical rethinking of business strategy management is 
needed, the inherited nature of our culture must also be changed. 
Asian has been so adapted to bureaucratic management that challenging higher 
authority and accepting recommendation from lower rank is a rare act for even rarer 
individual. One must come to understand that extraordinary ideas require 
revolutionary thinking, our bureaucratic nature must change to adapt in the playing 
field of high technology. Asian also possess creativity but is often directed at 
defending a strategic position rather than applying the capability to create a new 
market dimension. These are the obstacle facing the SAR and its people and not until 
we have accepted the concept and begin to adapt that Hong Kong could achieve 





To solve the critical problem on the shortage of good technical people in Hong 
Kong, government should inject new fiinding to offer more courses in universities 
regarding technology studies. Moreover, vocational training and continuing education 
are also important. As technology changes rapidly, skills and knowledge that acquired 
in the past will become obsolete very quickly. One have to learn continuously in order 
to stay up to the trend. Especially for the small to medium sized enterprises who have 
no resources to provide training to their staff, Government should take a more active 
role in this respect. 
Patent Isgye 
In Silicon Valley, even small companies can secure patents to new technology 
easily. People are therefore willing to invest there for technological innovation. In 
Hong Kong where intellectual property rights is still not always being respected, 
although patents could also be secured, the legal expenses that will incur for taking 
actions against infringement is always substantial for small firms. Thus, if 
government would give an hand to these firms to protect their rights here, it can 
encourage them to continue investing in technological innovation projects in Hong 
Kong. 
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Government not to compete with local firms 
One local multimedia software producer in Hong Kong said that some 
government-funded bodies, like universities and the Hong Kong Productivity Council 
are competing with local companies for business. He cited his current project as an 
example. The project involves the design of a government online training course, and 
was entrusted to a local university which possesses the R&D facilities to develop 
customized systems, if required. However, as a subcontractor for most of the project， 
he found that off-the-shelf commercial products could be used, and that no original 
R&D effort was needed. He maintains that if the university had not been given the 
project, local companies would have had one more piece of business. It is in fact true 
because these organizations are government-funded and thus more resourceful. 
Government should therefore have a clear definition of the functions and 
responsibilities of these organizations. 
Tax dedyptipn 
Another items to be addressed is a tax incentive to entice companies to invest 
in technology. Although thet procurement of IT equipment can be written off as an 
expense, that does not necessarily encourage companies to invest in IT because the 
amount might as well be spent on other business activities that also are not taxable. If 
Government would allow a shorter timeframe for equipment depreciation, companies 
could reap the benefits of tax deductions earlier. Alternatively, the effect would be 
prominent if Government would stipulation additional tax deductions for companies 
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